‘How to make a Carnival Wand’

Step-by-step Guide

National Children’s Carnival Week
• 12-18 July 2021
• Led by UK Centre for Carnival
Arts
• Carnivals and schools all over
the country taking part
• Not exclusively for children,
– families, communities too.
• Carnival arts including: costumes,
dance, drum, calypso, steel band,
storytelling, samba…
• Isle of Wight THEME:
‘Colours of the Rainbow’

• Include your class, a whole
year group, or other ‘bubble’
• Make costumes, learn the
carnival song and the dance
moves
• Plan your big Finale event any
time during NCCW, 12 – 18 July
• Call a whole-school Carnival
Mufti
• Teachers - film it on your
phones
• Share to our national page

Materials and Tools
Health and safety
All young people must be supervised when
making carnival costumes

• Scissors – use round tipped scissors with
young people, scissors have sharp edges!

What you will need
• Bamboo cane (Or a garden cane,
kebab stick, willow withy, any type of
stick)

• Double sided tape

• Staples – have sharp edges, be careful
when using

• Florist ribbon (Or any type of ribbon,
shimmer curtain or strips of paper or
fabric)

• Copydex – beware this product contains
latex and can cause allergic reaction. It
does not come off hair, clothes or carpets.

• Stapler

Tips
•
•
•
•

Read through PPT before starting
You can mix and match techniques and experiment
with your own ideas
Watch video resources for additional assistance
Explore the resources for patterns and templates

• Scissors
• Card, cardboard or foam to make a
shape to stick on the top (optional)
• Decorative bits and pieces-sequins,
beads, shiny sweet wrappers, etc.
(optional)

Step 1. Binding the Cane
❖ First attach some double sided
tape all the way along your cane.

❖ Next Use long strips of florist
ribbon split into two, or long pieces
of paper or fabric approx. 2-3cm
wide to bind you cane.

❖Stick the ribbon on the end
diagonally at a 45 degree angle,
turn your can whilst holding the
ribbon taunt. (Work in pairs if
easier). Peel the back off the
double sided tape as you go along
to the end.

Step 2. Candy Cane (optional)
❖At this stage you can add a
‘candy cane’ stripe if you wish.
Use a different colour, slightly
thinner, use a small piece of tape
to fix it at one end.

❖ Bind the ribbon around the cane
but this time leaving a gap so it
spirals up the cane. Fix again with
tape at the end.

Step 3. Streamers
❖If using florist ribbon cut approx.
5 pieces about 30cm long. Staple
them together at one end. If using
paper or fabric do similar
measurements

❖Attach some double sided tape to
the stapled ends, covering the
pointy bits.

❖Wrap the tape around the end of
the cane. Streamers can go
upwards or downwards depending
on design.

Step 4. Finishing off
❖If only having streamers use a
shorter piece of ribbon with double
sided tape to cover the join where the
streamers are attached.

❖ Split the florist ribbon into thinner
pieces at this stage

❖ If you want to add a shape to the
end of the wand, cut out two from
card, foam or cardboard and use to
sandwich the end of your cane,
covering the join.
(See templates for ideas- stars,
diamonds etc)

Finished Examples
This shows one wand with just
streamers- going upwards,
&
One wand with a diamond
shape added on to the endstreamers attached going
downwards.

TOP TIP: Try to use a shape
which features on another
part of your costume- the
headdress or neck collar.

Other ideas &
materials
This sunshine wand is made
using coloured paper, tissue
paper and cardboard.

The streamers are different
lengths and two strips paper
have been folded over at right
angles to each other to create
the more 3D streamers.

Other ideas &
Materials
This rainbow cloud wand has
the ribbons stuck in a straight
line onto the back of the cloud
shape, rather than wrapped
around the cane for a different
effect.

Templates provided

Print these off from the PDF document- or make up your own design.

